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Abstract
Let G(p, n) and G(q, n) be the afﬁne Grassmann manifolds of p- and q-planes in Rn,
respectively, and let R (p,q) be the Radon transform from smooth functions on G(p, n) to
smooth functions on G(q, n) arising from the inclusion incidence relation. When p<q and
dimG(p, n) = dimG(p, n), we present a range characterization theorem for R (p,q) via mo-
ment conditions. We then use this range result to prove a support theorem for R (p,q). This
complements a previous range characterization theorem for R (p,q) via differential equations
when dimG(p, n)< dimG(p, n). We also present a support theorem in this latter case.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we present a range characterization of Radon transforms on afﬁne
Grassmann manifolds via moment conditions. Our objective is to generalize the moment
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conditions for the classical Radon transform on Rn to afﬁne Grassmannians; our results
complement a previously obtained range characterization for these transforms using
invariant differential equations.
Speciﬁcally, we consider the transform R (p,q) from smooth functions on the space
G(p, n) of p-planes in Rn to smooth functions on the space G(q, n) of q-planes in Rn
arising from the inclusion incidence relation. Throughout this paper, we assume that
p < q. A p-plane  and a q-plane  are incident if  ⊂ ; the Radon transform is
explicitly deﬁned by
R (p,q) f () =
∫
̂
f () d. (1.1)
when  ∈ G(q, n) and f is a function on G(p, n). Here d is a canonical measure
on the set ̂ = {  ∈ G(p, n) | is incident to  } invariant under all Euclidean
motions preserving . In particular, when p = 0, R (0,q) reduces to the classical q-plane
transform on Rn. We will be working in the category S(G(p, n)) of Schwartz class
functions on G(p, n), as deﬁned in [Ri]. The following theorem [GK1, Theorem 7.7]
gives a range characterization of R (p,q) in the case when dimG(p, n) < dimG(q, n):
Theorem 1.1. Assume that p < q and dimG(p, n) < dimG(q, n). Then there exists
a differential operator  of order 2p + 4, invariant under the Euclidean motion group
M(n), such that for any  ∈ S(G(q, n)),
 ∈ R (p,q)S(G(p, n)) ⇐⇒  = 0. (1.2)
This theorem generalizes the range characterization of the k-plane transform on Rn,
when k < n − 1, via a second-order ultrahyperbolic system [Ri,Go3] a single fourth-
order M(n)-invariant differential operator [Go2].
The classical Radon transform, on the other hand, has its range given by moment
conditions, as speciﬁed in [GGV,Lu,H1]. (See the last reference for a complete proof.)
The Grassmannian analogue to this would correspond to the transform R (p,q) with
dimG(p, n) = dimG(q, n). Since the dimensions coincide, we would expect the range
to be speciﬁed by appropriate moment conditions as well. This is the content of our
main result, Theorem 3.1 below. As with the proof in [H1], the crucial element of our
proof consists of justifying the smoothness of a certain “partial Fourier transform” on
the space G(p, n). (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 below.)
Now Helgason’s geometric proof of the support theorem for the classical Radon trans-
form is well-known ([H1]; less well-known is the fact that it is also a consequence
of the forward (easy) moment conditions and a polar-coordinate version of the Paley–
Wiener Theorem ([H3]; Theorem 2.3 below)). We give an extension of this theorem
to afﬁne Grassmannians (Theorem 6.1) and use it to prove a support theorem (The-
orem 6.2) for the transform R(p,q) in the case when dim(G(p, n)) = dim(G(q, n)).
The injectivity of R(p,q) is then used to prove the support theorem (Theorem 7.1) when
dim(G(p, n)) < dim(G(q, n)).
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2. Moment conditions and the support theorem for the classical Radon
transform, revisited
To clarify our exposition, it will be instructive to brieﬂy summarize Helgason’s proof
of the range characterization of the classical Radon transform by moment conditions.
For this, let R = R (0,n−1) : f → f̂ denote the classical Radon transform, which maps
functions in S(Rn) to functions  ∈ S(Sn−1×R) which satisfy (, p) = (−,−p).
(See [H3, p. 99] for the deﬁnition of S(Sn−1 × R).) We call such functions even and
deﬁne SH (Sn−1 × R) to be the vector space of all even functions in S(Sn−1 × R)
satisfying the following condition:
For any k ∈ Z+, there exists a homogeneous polynomial Pk of degree k on Rn
such that
∫∞
−∞ (, p) p
k dp = Pk() for  ∈ Sn−1. (H)
Theorem 2.1 (Helgason [H1]). RS(Rn) = SH (Sn−1 × R).
Proof. It is an easy calculation to show that∫ ∞
−∞
Rf (, p) pk dp =
∫
Rn
f (x) 〈x,〉k dx.
This shows that RS(Rn) ⊂ SH (Sn−1×R). Conversely, suppose that  ∈ SH (Sn−1×R).
Deﬁne the “partial Fourier transform” ˜ on Sn−1 × R,
˜(, s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
(, p) e−ips dp, s ∈ R,  ∈ Sn−1. (2.1)
It is straightforward to prove that ˜ is an even function in S(Sn−1 × R). In addition,
the condition (H) for k = 0 shows that  → ˜(, 0) is constant so that there exists
a unique function F on Rn for which F(s) = ˜(, s). Now the map (, s) → s
is a local diffeomorphism of Sn−1 × (R \ {0}) onto Rn \ {0}, which shows that F is
smooth outside the origin. To prove the smoothness of F at the origin, it sufﬁces to
show that the partial derivatives of F are bounded on, say, the punctured unit ball
B ′ = { x ∈ Rn | 0 < ||x|| < 1 }. Fix  > 0. Now on the subset An, = {s ∈ B ′ | 0 <
s < 1,  = (1, . . . ,n) ∈ Sn−1, n >  > 0} we can use (s,1, . . . ,n−1) as local
coordinates: repeated application of the chain rule shows that
k F
xi1 · · · xik
(x) =
∑
j ;i1,...,im
Aj ;i1,...,im(1, . . . ,n−1)
sk−j
m
i1 · · · im
j
sj
F (s). (2.2)
The coefﬁcients Aj ;i1,...,im(1, . . . ,n−1) are smooth bounded functions of (1, . . . ,
n−1) and the right-hand sum ranges over all jk and over all sequences i1, . . . , im
in {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} where mk.
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We write e−ips = ∑k−1l=0 (−ips)l/ l! + ek(−ips) and apply condition (H) to (2.1) to
obtain
F(s) =
k−1∑
l=0
(−i)l
l! Pl(s) +
∫ ∞
−∞
(, p)ek(−ips) dp.
Since the Pl are polynomials of degree l, (2.2) implies that
kF
xi1 · · · xik
(x) =
∑
j ;i1,...,im
Aj ;i1,...,im()
∫ ∞
−∞
m
i1 · · · im
(, p)
×(−ip)k ek−j (−ips)
(−ips)k−j dp. (2.3)
Now  ∈ S(Sn−1 × R) and ek−j (−it)/(−it)k−j is bounded for all real t , so (2.3)
shows that the kth-order derivatives of F are bounded on the set An,. From this, we
deduce that the kth-order derivatives of F are bounded on B ′. Hence F ∈ C∞(Rn).
A routine calculation using, say, (2.2), shows that F ∈ S(Rn). Denoting the Fourier
transform on Rn by F , let f be the inverse Fourier transform of F : F = F(f ). For
any , s the projection-slice theorem says that Ff (s) = ∫∞−∞ f̂ (, p) e−ips dp. The
injectivity of the Fourier transform on R then implies that  = f̂ . 
We now state the support theorem for the classical Radon transform in the following
form:
Theorem 2.2 (Helgason [H1]). Let f ∈ S(Rn) and suppose that R > 0. If f̂ (, p) =
0 whenever |p| > R, then f has support in the closed ball B¯R = {x ∈ Rn | ‖x‖R}.
While the support theorem can be proved geometrically, it is also a consequence of
the forward moment conditions (H). The key is the following polar coordinate version
of the Paley–Wiener theorem. (See [H3, Exercise B1, Chapter 1]. 1 )
Theorem 2.3 (Helgason [H2]). Let R > 0. The Fourier transform f → Ff maps
D(B¯R) onto the set of functions Ff () = (, ) ∈ C∞(Sn−1 × R) satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) For each  ∈ Sn−1, the function  → (, ) extends to a holomorphic function
on C with the property that
sup
,
∣∣∣(, ) (1 + ||)N e−R|Im |∣∣∣ < ∞, N ∈ Z+.
1 The authors would like to thank Prof. S. Helgason for pointing out this exercise.
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(ii) For each k ∈ Z+ and each homogeneous degree k spherical harmonic function h
on Sn−1, the function
 → −k
∫
Sn−1
(, ) h() d
is even and holomorphic on C (d denoting area measure on Sn−1).
To see how the support theorem follows from this, we take f ∈ S(Rn) satisfying
f̂ (, p) = 0 for all |p| > R. Then (, s) = Ff (s) satisﬁes condition (i) above
by the easy part of the Paley–Wiener theorem and the projection-slice theorem. Now
let h be a homogeneous degree k spherical harmonic on Sn−1. Then∫
Sn−1
(, s) h() d =
∫
Sn−1
∫ ∞
−∞
f̂ (, p) e−ips dp h() d
=
k−1∑
l=0
1
l!
∫
Sn−1
∫ ∞
−∞
f̂ (, p) (−ips)l dp h() d
+
∫
Sn−1
∫ ∞
−∞
f̂ (, p) h() d ek(−ips) dp
=
k−1∑
l=0
(−is)l
l!
∫
Sn−1
Pl() h() d
+
∫
Sn−1
∫ ∞
−∞
f̂ (, p) h() d ek(−ips) dp
by the forward moment conditions (H) for f̂ . Since Pl() is a sum of spherical
harmonics of degree  l, the sum on the right-hand side vanishes, so that
s−k
∫
Sn−1
(, s) h() d =
∫ ∞
−∞
s−k ek(−ips)
∫
Sn−1
f̂ (, p) h() d dp.
The inner integral on the right is a smooth compactly supported function of p ∈ R and
s → s−kek(−ips) extends to a holomorphic function on C. In addition, the right-hand
side above is easily seen to be even in s. Hence (, s) satisﬁes condition (ii) in
Theorem 2.3, and so f is supported in the closed ball B¯R .
3. The range of the Radon transform on afﬁne Grassmannians: the equal rank
case
We adopt the notation of [GK1] in what follows. Let Gp,n be the (compact) Grass-
mann manifold of p-dimensional subspaces of Rn. Then Gp,n=O(n)/Kp, where Kp=
O(p) × O(n−p) is the subgroup of O(n) ﬁxing the p-plane 0=Re1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rep.
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We assume that the Haar measure on all compact Lie groups, and the invariant
measures on their homogeneous spaces (with the exception of the unit spheres), are
normalized. Let Rp,q,n : C∞(Gp,n) → C∞(Gq,n) be the Radon transform corre-
sponding to the inclusion incidence relation between p- and q-dimensional subspaces
of Rn. Then Rp,q,n is a linear bijection when rank(Gp,n) = rank(Gq,n) [Gr]; when
rank(Gp,n) < rank(Gq,n), Rp,q,n is injective and the range Rp,q,n C∞(Gp,n) is the
subspace of C∞(Gq,n) annihilated by an O(n)-invariant differential operator of order
2 rank(Gp,n) + 2 (See [K,GK1]).
When rank(Gp,n)  rank(Gq,n), there is an O(n)-invariant operator p,q,n : C∞
(Gp,n) → C∞(Gp,n) which inverts Rp,q,n:
f = p,q,n Rq,p,n ◦ Rp,q,n f, f ∈ C∞(Gp,n). (3.1)
The operator p,q,n, given explicitly in [K], corresponds to multiplication by a
constant factor on each of the K-types in L2(Gp,n), and is a differential operator when
q − p is even. We call p,q,n a reproducing operator.
As stated in the introduction, we assume that p < q. Let 0 denote the q-plane
Re1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Req , and let Hp and Hq denote the subgroups of the Euclidean motion
group M(n) = O(n)Rn ﬁxing the p-plane 0 and the q-plane 0, respectively. We
have, in particular, Hp = (O(p) × O(n − p))Rp and G(p, n) = M(n)/Hp.
For suitable compatible measures on M(n), Hp, Hq , and Hp ∩ Hq , the afﬁne
Grassmannian transform R(p,q) is the Radon transform associated with the double
ﬁbration
M(n)/(Hp ∩ Hq)
↙ ↘
G(p, n) = M(n)/Hp G(q, n) = M(n)/Hq
The corresponding incidence relation between p- and q-planes in Rn is just inclusion.
We can write R(p,q) explicitly in the following way [GK1]. G(p, n) is a vector bun-
dle over Gp,n of rank n − p: its ﬁber over each  ∈ Gp,n is ⊥; each  ∈ G(p, n) is
written uniquely as  = (, x), where  is the parallel translate of  through the origin
and {x} = ⊥ ∩ . We parametrize G(q, n) in a similar manner: G(q, n) = {(, v) ∈
Gq,n × Rn | v ⊥ }. From [GK1] the transform R(p,q) is then given by the formula
R(p,q)f (, v) =
∫
⊂
(∫
⊥∩
f (, v + x) dx
)
d (3.2)
for any appropriate function f on G(p, n). The outer integral is taken over the set
{ ∈ Gp,n |  ⊂ }, with respect to the normalized measure invariant under all u ∈ O(n)
preserving .
Let S(G(p, n)) and S(G(q, n)) denote the spaces of Schwartz-class functions on
G(p.n) and G(q, n), respectively. Then R(p,q) : S(G(p, n)) → S(G(q, n)), by
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Gonzalez and Kakehi [GK1, §6]. Next let Fp and Fq denote the partial Fourier
transform (i.e. Fourier transform on the ﬁbers) on G(p, n) and G(q, n), respectively:
Fpf (, y) =
∫
⊥
f (, x) e−i〈y,x〉 dx, f ∈ S(G(p, n)). (3.3)
Using (3.2), it is not hard to prove the afﬁne Grassmannian version of the projection-
slice theorem:
Fq ◦ R(p,q)f (, y) =
∫
⊂
Fpf (, y) d (3.4)
for all (, y) ∈ G(q, n) [GK1, Proposition 6.1].
We deﬁne the rank of G(p, n) to be min(p + 1, n − p). Since dimG(p, n) =
(p+1)(n−p), we note that rank(G(p, n))  rank(G(q, n)) if and only if dimG(p, n) 
dimG(q, n). The range result Theorem 1.1 from [GK1] is essentially proved using the
projection-slice theorem and the range characterization of the compact Radon transform
Rp,q on Grassmannians in Rn−1 via O(n−1)-invariant differential operators. In addition,
the projection-slice theorem and the inversion formula (3.1) for Rp,q on Rn−1 are used
to prove an inversion formula [GK1, Theorem 6.4] for R(p,q) when dimG(p, n) =
dimG(q, n) and q − p is even. (See Rubin [Ru2] for another inversion formula for
R(p,q) without the parity restriction.)
It is not hard to obtain an analogue of the moment conditions (H) for the transform
R(p,q). Let k ∈ Z+ and f ∈ S(G(p, n)). Then for any (, y) ∈ G(q, n) we have∫
⊥
R(p,q)f (, v) 〈v, y〉k dv =
∫
⊥
〈v, y〉k
∫
⊂
∫
⊥∩
f (, v + x) dx d dv
=
∫
⊂
∫
⊥
∫
⊥∩
f (, v + x) 〈v + x, y〉k dx dv d
=
∫
⊂
∫
⊥
f (, w) 〈w, y〉k dw d. (3.5)
Here we have used the fact that ⊥ equals the orthogonal direct sum (⊥ ∩ ) ⊕ ⊥.
The inner integral above represents a smooth function Pk(, y) on G(p, n):
Pk(, y) =
∫
⊥
f (, w) 〈w, y〉k dw, y ∈ ⊥. (3.6)
Clearly Pk is a homogeneous degree k polynomial on the ﬁbers of G(p, n).
Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) lead us to deﬁne SH (G(q, n)) as the vector space consisting of
all  ∈ S(G(q, n)) satisfying the following condition:
(H ′): For each k ∈ Z+, there exists a C∞ function Pk on G(p, n) such that
1. For any  ∈ Gp,n, the function y → Pk(, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of
degree k on ⊥.
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2. For all (, y) ∈ G(q, n), we have∫
⊥
(, v) 〈v, y〉k dv =
∫
⊂
Pk(, y) d. (3.7)
Eq. (3.5) shows that the range R(p,q)S(G(p, n)) is a subspace of SH (G(q, n)). Note
that the condition (H ′) reduces to the classical condition (H) when p = 0 and q = n−1.
We now state our main result:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that p < q and rank(G(p, n)) = rank(G(q, n)). Then R(p,q)
S(G(p, n)) = SH (G(q, n)).
Our proof roughly follows the lines of the classical proof. Let  ∈ SH (G(q, n)).
The partial Fourier transform ˜ of ,
˜(, y) = Fq(, y) =
∫
⊥
(, v) e−i〈v,y〉 dv, (3.8)
belongs to S(G(q, n)) by Gonzalez and Kakehi [GK1]. We now introduce the “ﬂag”
manifold Fq,n = {(,) ∈ Gq,n × Sn−1 |  ⊥ }. (Deﬁne Fp,n similarly.) Then ˜ gives
rise to a smooth function ˜ on Fq,n × R
˜(,, r) = ˜(, r). (3.9)
Note that ˜(,, r) = ˜(,−,−r).
For each  ∈ Sn−1, let Gp(⊥) and Gq(⊥) denote the compact Grassmann mani-
folds of p- and q-dimensional subspaces of the (n − 1)-dimensional space ⊥ ⊂ Rn.
Then Gp(⊥) and Gq(⊥) are diffeomorphic to Gp,n−1 and Gq,n−1, respectively, and
are homogeneous spaces of the subgroup O() of O(n) ﬁxing .
Fq,n is a ﬁber bundle over Sn−1 with ﬁbers Gp(⊥). If we identify the Grassmannian
Gq,n−1 with Gq(e⊥n ), we can see that Fq,n is the associated ﬁber bundle O(n)×O(n−1)
Gq,n−1 of the principal bundle O(n) → Sn−1, u → u ·en. Let 	˜q : O(n)×Gq,n−1 →
Fq,n, (u, ) → (u·, u·en) be the quotient map. Using local cross sections, it is easy to
see that a function  is smooth on Fq,n iff its lift ◦ 	˜q is smooth on O(n)×Gq,n−1.
For each  ∈ Sn−1, let Rp,q : C∞(Gp(⊥)) → C∞(Gq(⊥)) be the O()-invariant
Radon transform corresponding to the inclusion incidence relation, and let Rq,p be
the dual transform. Rp,q is of course just a translate, under O(n), of the transform
Rp,q,n−1 : C∞(Gp,n−1) → C∞(Gq,n−1) deﬁned in the beginning of this section. Since
p + q + 1 = n, it follows that rank(Gp(⊥)) = rank(Gq(⊥)) = min(p, q), and so
Rp,q is a linear bijection. Let p,q be the corresponding reproducing operator; the
appropriate translate of (3.1) for Rp,q is
 = p,qRq,p ◦ Rp,q  (3.10)
for all  ∈ C∞(Gp(⊥)).
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Let us now return to the function ˜ on Fq,n × R. Since Rp,q is a bijection, there
is, for each (, r), a unique smooth function F˜ (·,; r) on Gp such that
˜(,; r) =
∫
⊂
F˜ (,; r) d (3.11)
for all (,; r) ∈ Fp,n×R. We also express this as ˜(,; r) =
(
Rp,q F˜ (·,; r)
)
().
We can, of course, think of F˜ as being a function on Fp,n × R.
We want to prove that F˜ is smooth on Fp,n × R. (This is not completely obvious.)
Since the variable r is ﬁxed in (3.11), this reduces to showing that the map (,) →
F˜ (,; r) is C∞ on Fp,n for each r . In view of the inversion formula (3.10), let us
consider the integral transform S, from functions on Fq,n to functions on Fp,n, given
by
S(,) =
∫
⊂⊂⊥
(,) d =
(
Rq,p(·,)
)
(), (,) ∈ Fp,n (3.12)
for all  ∈ C∞(Fq,n). Here d denotes the canonical and normalized measure on the
submanifold { ∈ Gq,n |  ⊂  ⊂ ⊥} of Gq,n.
Lemma 3.1. S is a continuous linear operator from C∞(Fq,n) to C∞(Fp,n).
Proof. In fact S is the Radon transform associated with the double ﬁbration
O(n)/(K˜q ∩ K˜p)
↙ ↘
Fq,n = O(n)/K˜q Fp,n = O(n)/K˜p
where K˜q = O(q)×O(n− q − 1) and K˜p = O(p)×O(n−p− 1) are the subgroups
of O(n) ﬁxing (0, en) ∈ Fq,n and (0, en) ∈ Fp,n, respectively. Hence by Helgason
[H3, Chapter I, Proposition 3.8], the transform S is a continuous linear operator from
C∞(Fq,n) to C∞(Fp,n). 
It will be useful to express S in terms of associated ﬁber bundles. In terms of the
quotient maps 	˜q : O(n)×Gq,n−1 → Fq,n and 	˜p : O(n)×Gp,n−1 → Fp,n, we have
S ◦ 	˜p(u, ) =
∫
⊃
⊥en
 ◦ 	˜q(u, ) d =
(
Rq,p,n−1( ◦ 	˜q)(u, ·)
)
(). (3.13)
If  is smooth on Fq,n, then the right-hand side is smooth on O(n) × Gp,n−1. (This
also shows that S is smooth on Fp,n whenever  is smooth in Fq,n.)
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Next we deﬁne the operator (p) on Fp,n by putting
(p)F (,) = p,qF (·,)() (3.14)
for all F ∈ C∞(Fp,n). (In the above, the operator p,q acts on the ﬁrst argument.)
Lemma 3.2. (p) is a continuous linear operator on C∞(Fp,n).
Proof. Again letting 	˜p : O(n) × Gp,n−1 → Fp,n be the quotient map, the O(n − 1)-
invariance of p,q,n−1 implies that
((p)G) ◦ 	˜p(u, ) = p,q,n−1
(
G ◦ 	˜p
)
(u, ) for G ∈ C∞(Fp,n), (3.15)
where p,q,n−1 acts on the second argument. Therefore, the continuity of (p) follows
from (3.15) and the continuity of p,q,n−1. 
In particular, (p)F is a smooth function on Fp,n.
We now slightly modify the deﬁnitions of the operators S and (p) in (3.12) and
(3.14) so that they act on functions on Fq,n × R and Fp,n × R, respectively. In other
words we put
S(,; r) =
∫
⊂⊂⊥
(,; r) d, (,) ∈ Fp,n (3.16)
for all  ∈ C∞(Fq,n × R), and
(p)V (,; r) = p,qV (·,; r)() (3.17)
for all V ∈ C∞(Fp,n ×R). Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, suitably modiﬁed, still apply to show
that S : C∞(Fq,n × R) → C∞(Fp,n × R) and (p) : C∞(Fp,n × R) → C∞(Fp,n × R)
are continuous linear operators.
Now by the inversion formula (3.10) for Rp,q and deﬁnitions (3.12) and (3.14), we
can recover F˜ from ˜ in Eq. (3.11):
F˜ (,; r) =
(
(p) ◦ S˜
)
(,; r). (3.18)
By the remarks above, we see that F˜ ∈ C∞(Fp,n × R).
The uniqueness of F˜ in (3.11) implies that F˜ (,; r) = F˜ (,−;−r) for all
(,; r) ∈ Fp,n × R. We next show that the moment conditions (H ′) for k = 0 imply
that F˜ (,; 0) is constant in  ∈ Sn−1∩⊥. The function P0(, v) on G(p, n) given in
(H ′) in this case is a 0th-degree polynomial in v for each  ∈ Gp,n, and thus depends
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only on , so we put P ′0() = P0(, 0). We have P ′0 ∈ C∞(Gp,n) and by (3.7),

˜(, 0) =
∫
⊂
P ′0() d.
If we take any  ∈ Sn−1 and  ∈ Gq , we have by (3.9) and (3.11),

˜(, 0) = ˜(,, 0) =
∫
⊂
F˜ (,, 0) d.
Since Rp,q is injective we see that F˜ (,, 0) = P ′0() for all  ⊥ .
In view of this and the fact that F˜ is even in (, r), there exists a function f˜ on
G(p, n) given by
f˜ (, r) = F˜ (,; r), (,; r) ∈ Fp,n × R. (3.19)
Now the mapping (,; r) → (, r) is a local diffeomorphism from Fp,n × (R \ {0})
onto G(p, n)\Gp,n. (This is best seen by viewing both Fp,n×R and G(p, n) as bundles
over Gp,n, or as associated bundles of the principal bundle O(n) → Gp,n, u → u·0.)
f˜ is therefore smooth on G(p, n) \ Gp,n. In addition, it is continuous on G(p, n),
since the map (,; r) → (, r) is a quotient map of Fp,n × R onto G(p, n). From
Eq. (3.11), f˜ satisﬁes the relation

˜(, y) =
∫
⊂
f˜ (, y) d (3.20)
for all (, y) ∈ G(q, n).
Our next objective, given in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 below, is to prove that f˜ is
smooth on all of G(p, n), and that in fact f˜ ∈ S(G(p, n)). Assuming this, let f be
the inverse partial Fourier transform of f˜ : Fpf = f˜ . Then the projection-slice theorem
3.4, in conjunction with Eqs. (3.11), (3.8) (3.9), and (3.19) show that
Fq ◦ R(p,q)f (, r) =
∫
⊂
f˜ (, r) d = Fq(, r)
for all (,) ∈ Fq,n and all r ∈ R. By the injectivity of Fq , we get R(p,q)f = ,
which proves Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.1. f˜ ∈ C∞(G(p, n)).
Proposition 3.2. f˜ ∈ S(G(p, n)).
We will give the proofs of the above two propositions in Section 5.
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4. Differential operators on Grassmann manifolds and ﬂag manifolds
In this section, we will study the calculus of differential operators on Fp,n and on
G(p, n)\(Gp,n×{0})Fp,n×R+. (Here we identify Gp,n(⊂ G(p, n)) with Gp,n×{0},
using the parametrization G(p, n)   = (, x),  ∈ Gp,n, x ∈ ⊥.) In particular,
we will give a kind of polar coordinate decomposition of differential operators on
G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0}) analogous to (2.2). The results in this section will be applied
to the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 in Section 5.
Let M(n) = O(n)Rn be the Euclidean motion group, and let m(n) = so(n)Rn be
its Lie algebra. m(n) has basis consisting of the elementary skew symmetric matrices
Xij = Eij − Eji (1 i < jn) and Ek (1kn), where E1, . . . , En denote the
inﬁnitesimal translations in the directions of the unit vectors e1, . . . , en. Let u(m(n))
denote the universal enveloping algebra of m(n). We note that u(Rn) ⊂ u(m(n)) is a
commutative subalgebra of u(m(n)). We call P ∈ u(Rn) a homogeneous element if P
is written as a homogeneous polynomial of E1, . . . , En. By the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt
theorem, the following proposition is easily obtained.
Proposition 4.1. Any element U ∈ u(m(n)) is written as a linear combination of terms
of the form QP , where Q ∈ u(so(n)) and P ∈ u(Rn) is a homogeneous element.
For the sake of simplicity, throughout this section, we write the action of X ∈ m(n)
on f ∈ C∞(G(p, n)) as
X · f ((, x)) = d
dt
f (exp(−tX) · (, x))|t=0.
Similarly, if X ∈ so(n) and f ∈ C∞(Fp,n) (or f ∈ C∞(Gp,n) ), we write the action
of X on f as X · f . In addition, we also write the action of U ∈ u(m(n)) on f ∈
C∞(G(p, n) as U · f .
For v ∈ Sn−1 and  > 0, we introduce the open sets
F p,n(v) = { (,) ∈ Fp,n | ||Pr⊥ v || >  },
Pr⊥ denoting orthogonal projection to ⊥. In addition, for an index set I = {i1, . . . , im}
with 1 i1 < · · · < imn, let
F p,n[I ] =
m⋂
k=1
F p,n(eik ).
Then we have the following:
Lemma 4.1. ⋃
#I=n−p
F p,n[I ] = Fp,n for some  > 0.
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Proof. Take an arbitrary point (,) ∈ Fp,n. Since  is a p-dimensional subspace of
Rn, there exist n − p unit vectors ei1 , . . . , ein−p (1 i1 < · · · < in−pn) such that
eik /∈ , (1kn − p). So if we put
 = 1
2
min{ ||Pr⊥ eik || | 1kn − p }, I = { i1, . . . , in−p },
then (,) ∈ F p,n[I ]. Let V =
⋃
#I=n−p F p,n[I ]. Then, the above result shows that⋃
>0 V = Fp,n. Since {V }>0 is an open covering of the compact set Fp,n, we
can take a ﬁnite covering {Vj }Nj=1 of Fp,n. Let 0 = min1 jN j . Then we have
V0 = Fp,n, which proves the assertion. 
Lemma 4.2. Let UN = {  = (1, . . . , N) ∈ SN−1 | N > 0 }. There exist smooth
functions aj (j = 1, . . . , N − 1) and b on SN−1 × UN such that
(Ev f )(r) =
N−1∑
j=1
aj (v, )
r
XjNf (r) + b(v, ) r f (r)
for (v, ) ∈ SN−1 × UN, r > 0 and for f ∈ C∞(RN \ {0}).
Here Ev denotes the directional derivative in the direction of −v ∈ RN , namely,
Ev · f (x) = d
dt
f (x − tv)|t=0 for f ∈ C∞(RN).
Proof. It is not hard to see that
1
r
XjN = N xj − j

xN
,

r
=
N∑
j=1
j

xj
.
Hence
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
r
X1N
...
1
r
XN−1N

r
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
N 0 · · · 0 −1
0 N 0 · · · −2
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 N −N−1
1 2 · · · N−1 N
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

x1
...

xN−1

xN
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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Note that
det
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
N 0 · · · 0 −1
0 N 0 · · · −2
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 N −N−1
1 2 · · · N−1 N
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = N−2N > 0 if  ∈ UN.
Thus, each vector ﬁeld xj is written in the form

xj
=
N−1∑
k=1
ajk()
N−2N
1
r
XkN + bj ()
N−2N

r
(j = 1, . . . , N),
where ajk() and bj () are polynomials of  ∈ UN . Since Ev = −∑Nj=1 vj xj , the
assertion follows from the above expression of xj . 
Next, in a similar way to the case of RN we introduce the radial derivative Er on
G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0}) and the directional derivative Ev on G(p, n) in the direction of
−v ∈ Rn as follows:
Erf (, x) = 1||x||
d
dr
f (, rx)|r=1 for f ∈ C∞(G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0})),
Ev · f () = d
dt
f ( − tv)|t=0 for f ∈ C∞(G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0})).
Our aim now is to generalize (2.2) to G(p, n).
Proposition 4.2. For an arbitrary point (1,1) ∈ Fp,n, there exist an open neighbor-
hood U of (1,1) in Fp,n and smooth functions alij (,), bl(,) on U such that
El · f (, r) =
∑
1 i<jn
1
r
alij (,)Xij · f (, r) + bl(,) Erf (, r) (4.1)
for l (1 ln), (,) ∈ U , r > 0 and for f ∈ C∞ (G(p, n) \ Gp,n × {0}).
Proof. Let us ﬁrst take an open neighborhood V1 of 1 in Gp,n and a smooth local
cross section u : V1 → SO(n) such that
u() = Re1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rep (we put ≡ 0) for  ∈ V1, u(1)1 = en.
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Then, by taking a sufﬁciently small open neighborhood 1 of 1 in Sn−1, we have
u() ∈ { (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , n−p) ∈ Sn−1 | n−p > 0 }
for (,) ∈ (V1 × 1) ∩ Fp,n. Now, let
U = (V1 × 1) ∩ Fp,n.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists an index set I = { i1, . . . , in−p } such that U ⊂ F p,n[I ].
(Replace V1 and 1 by smaller neighborhoods if necessary.)
Step 1: Let us ﬁrst consider the case l ∈ I .
The vector el can be written as
el = Prel + Rl() yl(),
Rl() = ||Pr⊥el ||, yl() =
Pr⊥el
||Pr⊥el ||
∈ Sn−1 ∩ ⊥. (4.2)
By the deﬁnition of F p,n[I ],
Rl() ≡ ||Pr⊥el || >  for  ∈ V1.
Therefore, Rl() and yl() are smooth on V1. Moreover, by (4.2)
El · f (, r) = Rl()Eyl() · f (, r) for f ∈ C∞ (G(p, n) \ Gp,n × {0}).
From now on, we will decompose the above vector ﬁeld Eyl() as a linear combination
of rotational derivatives and the radial derivative Er . Since u()·yl() ∈ ⊥0 = Rep+1⊕· · · ⊕ RenRn−p, we can apply Lemma 4.2 to the case when N = n − p and v =
u() · yl(). Thus
Eu()·yl() · g(r) =
n−1∑
m=p+1
1
r
Am(u() · yl(), ) (Xmn · g)(r)
+ B(u() · yl(), ) (Er g)(r) (4.3)
for  = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , n−p) ∈ ⊥0 ∩ Sn−1, n−p > 0, r > 0, and for g ∈
C∞(Rn−p \{0}). Here Am and B are smooth functions on Sn−p−1×{  = (0, . . . , 0, 1,
. . . , n−p) ∈ ⊥0 ∩ Sn−1 | n−p > 0 }. (We identify  with a unit vector (1, . . . , n−p)
in Rn−p.)
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Let us take g(r) = f (u()−1 · 0, ru()−1 · ) in (4.3). Then,
Eyl() · f (, r) = Eu()·yl() · f (u()−1 · 0, ru()−1 · )|=u()·
=
n−1∑
m=p+1
1
r
Am(u() · yl(), )
×Xmn · f (u()−1 · 0, ru()−1 · )|=u()·
+B(u() · yl(), ) Er f (u()−1 · 0, ru()−1 · )|=u()·
=
n−1∑
m=p+1
1
r
Am(u() · yl(), ) (X(u())mn · f )(, r)
+B(u() · yl(), ) (E(u())r f )(, r). (4.4)
We note that the radial derivative Er is invariant under the action of SO(n), in particular,
E
(u())
r = Er . In addition, we also note that X(u())mn is written in the form
X(u())mn =
∑
1 i<jn
Cmij ()Xij , (4.5)
where Cmij () is a smooth function on V1. Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we have the
following expression:
Eyl() · f (, r) =
∑
1 i<jn
1
r
a˜ lij (,)Xij · f (, r) + b˜ l(,) Erf (, r) (4.6)
for some smooth functions a˜ lij and b˜
l
on U . Since Rl() is smooth on V1, we obtain
an expression of form (4.1) for l ∈ I .
Step 2: Next, let us consider the case l /∈ I . Since U ⊂ F p,n[I ], we see easily that
Rn = ⊕ 〈ei1 , . . . , ein−p 〉 for  ∈ V1, (4.7)
where 〈ei1 , . . . , ein−p 〉 denotes the (n − p)-dimensional subspace spanned by ei1 , . . . ,
ein−p . (Note that decomposition (4.7) is not necessarily an orthogonal decomposition.)
Using the decomposition (4.7), we can write el in the form
el = z +
n−p∑
k=1
ak()eik , z ∈ .
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Obviously the coefﬁcient ak() is a smooth function of  ∈ V1. Thus,
El · f (, r) =
n−p∑
k=1
ak()Eik · f (, r). (4.8)
From (4.8) and the result of Step 1, we can conclude that Elf (, r) = Eel f (, r)
has an expression of the form (4.1) for l /∈ I . 
Proposition 4.2 yields the following:
Proposition 4.3. There exist smooth functions alij (,) and bl(,) on Fp,n such that
El · f (, r) =
∑
1 i<jn
1
r
alij (,)Xij · f (, r) + bl(,) Erf (, r) (4.9)
for l (1 ln), (,) ∈ Fp,n, r > 0 and for f ∈ C∞ (G(p, n) \ Gp,n × {0}).
Proof. Since Fp,n is compact, it follows from Proposition 4.2 that there exists a ﬁnite
open covering {U}1m of Fp,n such that Elf has an expression of form (4.1) on
each U. So the above (globally deﬁned) smooth functions alij (,) and bl(,) can
be constructed, using a partition of unity for the open covering {U}1m. 
Let us consider u(Rn) to be a subalgebra of u(m(n)) = u(so(n)⊕Rn). We see easily
that an element of u(Rn) is written as a polynomial of vector ﬁelds E1, . . . , En. The
following theorem is the afﬁne Grassmann version of Eq. (2.2).
Theorem 4.1. Let P = P (m)(E1, . . . , En) ∈ u(Rn) be a homogeneous element of order
m. Then for f ∈ C∞(G(p, n) \Gp,n × {0}), P (m)(E1, . . . , En) · f (, r) is expressed
as
P (m)(E1, . . . , En) · f (, r)
=
m∑
k=0
A
(m)
k (D(,))r
−kEm−kr f (, r) for (,) ∈ Fp,n, r > 0,
where A(m)k (D(,)) is a differential operator on Fp,n of order at most k.
Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction with respect to m. In the case m = 1,
the assertion follows from Proposition 4.3. Suppose that the assertion of the theorem
holds for any element of u(Rn) of order at most m. Let us take any homogeneous
element Q ∈ u(Rn) of order m+ 1. Then, Q can be written as a linear combination of
EjQ
(j) (1jn), where Q(j) ∈ u(Rn) is a homogeneous element of order m. There-
fore, without loss of generality we may assume that Q = E1P for some homogeneous
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element P ∈ u(Rn) of order m. Then, by the hypothesis of induction, Pf (, r) is
written as
P(E1, . . . , En)f (, r) =
m∑
k=0
Ak(D(,))r
−kEm−kr f (, r) for (,)∈Fp,n, r>0,
where Ak(D(,)) is a differential operator on Fp,n of order at most k.
On the other hand, by Proposition 4.3, there exist smooth functions aij (,) and
b(,) on Fp,n such that
E1 · F(, r) =
∑
1 i<jn
1
r
aij (,)Xij · F(, r) + b(,) ErF (, r)
for (,) ∈ Fp,n, r > 0 and for F ∈ C∞ (G(p, n) \ Gp,n × {0}). Here we note that
rXij = Xij r, ErXij = XijEr, rAk(D(,)) = Ak(D(,))r,
ErAk(D(,)) = Ak(D(,))Er .
Thus we have
Q · f (, r) = E1P · f (, r)
=
∑
1 i<jn
m∑
k=0
aij (,)Xij Ak(D(,))r
−k−1Em−kr f (, r)
+
m∑
k=0
b(,) Ak(D(,)) r
−kEm+1−kr f (, r)
= b(,) A0(D(,)) Em+1r f (, r)
+
m∑
k=1
⎧⎨⎩ b(,) Ak(D(,)) + ∑
1 i<jn
aij (,)Xij Ak−1(D(,))
⎫⎬⎭
×r−kEm+1−kr f (, r)
+
∑
1 i<jn
aij (,)Xij Am(D(,)) r
−m−1 f (, r).
It follows from the above expression that the assertion of the theorem holds for Q =
E1P . Therefore, the proof is completed. 
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5. Smoothness of ˜f
In this section, we will prove Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.
Proposition 5.1. There exist homogeneous polynomials Pk(, x) of degree k on G(p, n)
(k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,) such that
f˜ (, x) =
N−1∑
k=0
(−i)k
k! Pk(, x) + (
(p) N)(,; r),
where N(,; r) =
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
eN(−i〈y, r〉)(, y) dyd
for N, (N = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ) and for (, x) ∈ G(p, n) with x = r, ((,) ∈ Fp,n).
Here, as in Section 2, eN(t) denotes the Nth remainder term of the Taylor expansion
of et . Moreover, as in (3.12), d denotes the canonical and normalized measure on
the set { ∈ Gq,n |  ⊂  ⊂ ⊥}.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of F˜ ,
f˜ (, r) = p,q
∫
⊂⊂⊥
Fq(, r) d
= p,q
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
e−i〈y,r〉 (, y) dyd
= p,q
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
{
N−1∑
k=0
(−i)k
k! 〈y, r〉
k + eN(−i〈y, r〉)
}
(, y) dyd
=
N−1∑
k=0
(−i)k
k! 

p,q
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
(, y) 〈y, r〉k dyd
+((p) N)(,; r).
Since  satisﬁes the moment condition (H ′), there exist homogeneous polynomials
Pk(, x) of degree k on G(p, n) (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .), such that∫
⊂
Pk(, r) d =
∫
y∈⊥
(, y) 〈y, r〉k dy for ∀(, r) ∈ G(q, n) with  ⊥ .
Applying the inversion formula for Rp,q to the both sides of the above equality, we
have
Pk(, r) = p,q
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
(, y) 〈y, r〉k dyd.
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Therefore, using these homogeneous polynomials Pk, (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ), f˜ (, r) is
written as
f˜ (, r) =
N−1∑
k=0
(−i)k
k! Pk(, r) + (
(p) N)(,; r),
which completes the proof. 
Since G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0})Fp,n × R+, the radial derivative Er also acts on a
function on Fp,n × R+. From now on, we extend the action of Er to Fp,n × (R \ {0})
so that
Er(,; r) = Er(,−;−r) for  ∈ C∞(Fp,n × (R \ {0})).
Proposition 5.2. For k, l ∈ Z+ with k + l = m, we have
(r−kElr m+1)(·, ·; r) → 0, as r → 0, in the topology of C∞(Fp,n).
Proof. The N th remainder term eN(t) in the Taylor expansion of et is expressed as
eN(t) = tNgN(t), gN(t) = 1
(N − 1)!
∫ 1
0
(1 − s)Nest ds. (5.1)
Thus we have
m+1(,; r) =
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
(−i〈y, r〉)m+1gm+1(−i〈y, r〉)(, y) dyd
= rm+1
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
(−i〈y,〉)m+1
×gm+1(−i〈y, r〉)(, y) dyd. (5.2)
Let us write
r−kElr
{
rm+1(−i〈y,〉)m+1gm+1(−i〈y, r〉)
}
(, y) = rm+1(, y;, r). (5.3)
Here we note that m+1(, y;, r) and its (higher order) derivatives with respect to y
are bounded and integrable in y if |r|1. By (5.2) and (5.3), we have
(r−kElrm+1)(u · , u · ; r)
= r
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
m+1(, u · y;, r) dyd for u ∈ O(n).
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Thus we have for X1, . . . , XL ∈ so(n)
(X1 · · ·XL · (r−kElr m+1))(,; r)
= r
∫
⊂⊂⊥
∫
y∈⊥
((X1)y · · · (XL)y · m+1)(, y;, r) dyd. (5.4)
In equality (5.4), (Xj )y, (1jL) acts on a function of y. Taking into account that
 ∈ S(G(q, n)) and gm+1(−it) has bounded derivatives, we see easily that
sup
|r|1
|((X1)y · · · (XL)y · m+1)(, y;, r)| C(1 + ||y||)−(n−q+1) for y ∈ ⊥. (5.5)
In inequality (5.5), the constant C does not depend on (,) ∈ Fq,n. As a result, for
any L1 and for any X1, . . . , XL ∈ so(n), there exists a constant C such that
sup
(,)∈Fp,n
|(X1 · · ·XL · (r−kElr m+1))(,; r)|C|r| for r, (|r| < 1), (5.6)
which proves the assertion. 
Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 5.2 yield the following:
Proposition 5.3. Let Q be an element of u(so(n)) and let P = P (m)(E1, . . . , En) be
a homogeneous element of u(Rn) of degree m. Then,
sup
(,)∈Fp,n
|(QP ·(p)m+1)(,; r)| → 0 as r → 0.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, the differential operator P (m)(E1, . . . , En) on Fp,n × (R \ {0})
is written in the form
P (m)(E1, . . . , En) =
m∑
k=0
A
(m)
k (D(,))r
−kEm−kr for (,) ∈ Fp,n, r = 0,
where A(m)k (D(,)) is a differential operator on Fp,n of order at most k. Since Q ∈
u(so(n)), Q can be regarded as a differential operator on Fp,n. Moreover, (p) acts
on functions of (,) ∈ Fp,n and therefore (p) commutes with the multiplication
operator r and the radial derivative Er . Taking account of these two facts, we have
(QP ·(p)m+1)(,; r) =
m∑
k=0
(Q ◦ A(m)k (D(,)) ◦(p)(r−kEm−kr m+1) )(,; r).
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By Lemma 3.2, (p) is a continuous linear operator on C∞(Fp,n) and so is Q ◦
A
(m)
k (D(,)) ◦(p). Thus, by Proposition 5.2, we have
(Q ◦ A(m)k (D(,)) ◦(p) (r−kEm−kr m+1) )(·, ·; r) → 0 as r → 0
in the topology of C∞(Fp,n).
In particular, we have
sup
(,)∈Fp,n
|(Q ◦ A(m)k (D(,)) ◦(p) (r−kEm−kr m+1) )(,; r)| → 0 as r → 0,
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. From now on, we will prove the smoothness of f˜ around
the set Gp,n × {0}. Since f˜ is smooth on G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0}), the proof is reduced
to prove the following:
Proposition 5.4. f˜ is smooth near Gp,n × {0}.
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that f˜ is of class Cm for any m (m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,). We
prove this by induction on m. We have already proved that f˜ is continuous on G(p, n),
namely, f˜ is of class C0 on G(p, n). In addition, we have already shown that f˜ is
smooth on G(p, n) \ (Gp,n × {0}).
We assume that f˜ is of class Cm on the set {(, x) ∈ G(p, n) | ||x|| < 1}. Let us
take any U ∈ u(m(n)) of degree m + 1. From now on, we will prove that U · f˜ (, 0)
exists and U · f˜ is continuous at (, 0) for any point (, 0) ∈ Gp,n × {0}.
Taking account of Proposition 4.1, we may assume that U is written in form (i) or
(ii) below.
(i) U = XQP , where X ∈ so(n), Q ∈ u(so(n)) is of degree k and P ∈ u(Rn) is a
homogeneous element of degree m − k.
(ii) U = E1P , where P ∈ u(Rn) is a homogeneous element of degree m.
So if we prove the following two lemmas, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, then we see that f˜ is
of class Cm+1, and therefore, the proof of Proposition 5.4 is completed. 
Lemma 5.1. Let Q ∈ u(so(n)) be of degree k and let P ∈ u(Rn) be a homogeneous
element of degree l. We assume that k+ l = m. Let X ∈ so(n) and let  ∈ Gp,n. Then,
QP · f˜ is differentiable at (, 0) ∈ Gp,n × {0} with respect to X. Moreover, XQP · f˜
is continuous at (, 0).
Proof. By the hypothesis of the induction, QP · f˜ is a continuous function on {(, x) ∈
G(p, n) | ||x|| < 1}. By Proposition 5.1,
f˜ (, r) =
l∑
j=0
(−i)j
j ! Pj (, x) + (
(p) l+1)(,; r) for x = r.
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Since Pj (, x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j and P ∈ u(Rn) is a ho-
mogeneous differential operator of order l, P · Pj (, x) = 0 if j l − 1. Thus we
have
QP · f˜ (, x) = (−i)
l
l! (QP · Pl)(, x)
+(QP ·(p)l+1)(,; r) for x = r. (5.7)
Let r → 0 in (5.7). Then by Proposition 5.3 and the continuity of QP · f˜ , we have
QP · f˜ (, 0) = (−i)
l
l! (QP · Pl)(, 0).
Hence,
X · (QP · f˜ )(, 0) = d
dt
(QP · f˜ )(e−tX, 0)|t=0
= (−i)
l
l!
d
dt
(QP · Pl)(e−tX, 0)|t=0
= (−i)
l
l! (XQP · Pl)(, 0).
Note that by the deﬁnition of moment condition Pl ∈ C∞(G(p, n)). Therefore, QP · f˜
is differentiable at (, 0) ∈ Gp,n × {0} with respect to X.
Next, we will show the continuity of XQP · f˜ at (, 0). Similarly as in (5.7),
XQP · f˜ (, x) = (−i)
l
l! (XQP · Pl)(, x)
+(XQP ·(p) l+1)(,; r) for x = r.
Again, by Proposition 5.3,
lim
x→0 (XQP · f˜ )(, x) =
(−i)l
l! limx→0(XQP · Pl)(, x)+ limx→0 (XQP ·
(p)l+1)(,; r)
= (−i)
l
l! (XQP · Pl)(, 0) = (XQP · f˜ )(, 0). 
Lemma 5.2. Let P ∈ u(Rn) be a homogeneous element of degree m. Then, P · f˜ is
differentiable at (, 0) ∈ Gp,n×{0} with respect to E1. Moreover, E1P ·f˜ is continuous
at (, 0).
Proof. If e1 is parallel to , obviously the assertion holds. so we assume that e1∦. By
the hypothesis of the induction, P · f˜ is continuous on {(, x) ∈ G(p, n) | ||x|| < 1}.
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Let v = Pr⊥e1 = 0. By the mean value theorem,
1
t
{P · f˜ (,−tv) − P · f˜ (, 0)} = (EvP · f˜ )(,−tv) = (E1P · f˜ )(,−tv) (5.8)
for some , (0 <  < 1).
By Proposition 5.1,
f˜ (, r) =
m+1∑
j=0
(−i)j
j ! Pj (, x) + (
(p) m+2)(,; r) for x = r. (5.9)
Since Pj (, x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j and E1P ∈ u(Rn) is a
homogeneous differential operator of order m + 1, E1P · Pj (, x) = 0 if jm. Thus
we have
(E1P · f˜ )(, r) = (−i)
m+1
(m + 1)! (E1P · Pm+1)(, x)
+(E1P ◦(p) m+2)(,; r) for x = r. (5.10)
Hence by Proposition 5.3,
(E1P · f˜ )(,−tv) = (−i)
m+1
(m + 1)! (E1P · Pm+1)(,−tv)
+(E1P ◦(p) m+2)(, v/||v||; −t ||v||)
−→ (−i)
m+1
(m + 1)! (E1P · Pm+1)(, 0) as t → 0. (5.11)
Therefore, it follows from (5.8) and (5.11) that P · f˜ is differentiable at (, 0) ∈
Gp,n × {0} with respect to E1 and that
E1P · f˜ (, 0) = (−i)
m+1
(m + 1)! (P · Pm+1)(, 0). (5.12)
Next we will show that (E1P · f˜ ) is continuous at (, 0). By (5.10) and Proposition
5.3,
(E1P · f˜ )(, r) = (−i)
m+1
(m + 1)! (E1P · Pm+1)(, x)
+(E1P ◦(p) m+2)(,; r)
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−→ (−i)
m+1
(m + 1)! (E1P · Pm+1)(, 0)
= (E1P · f˜ )(, 0) as r → 0, (5.13)
which proves the continuity of (E1P · f˜ ) at (, 0). 
Finally we will prove that f˜ is a Schwartz class function on G(p, n).
Before going to the proof, let us recall from [GK1,Ri] that a smooth function g on
G(p, n) belongs to the Schwartz space S(G(p, n)) if for any nonnegative integers N
and m and for any m vector ﬁelds Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ m(n) g satisﬁes
sup
(,x)∈G(p,n)
||x||N |(Y1 · · ·Ym · g)(, x)| < ∞.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We start with the following:
f˜ (, r) = (p)
∫
⊂⊂⊥
Fq(, r) d.
Let us take any nonnegative integers m and N . In addition, let us take any element
Q ∈ u(so(n)) and any homogeneous element P = P (m)(E1, . . . , En) ∈ u(Rn) of degree
m. By Theorem 4.1,
rN (QP (m)(E1, . . . , En) · f˜ )(, r)
= rN
m∑
k=0
QA
(m)
k (D(,))r
−kEm−kr (p)
∫
⊂⊂⊥
Fq(, r) d
=
m∑
k=0
QA
(m)
k (D(,))
(p)
∫
⊂⊂⊥
rN−kEm−kr Fq(, r) d
=
m∑
k=0
(Q ◦ A(m)k (D(,)) ◦(p) ◦ S )( rN−kEm−kr Fq(·, r·) )(,), (5.14)
where A(m)k (D(,)) is a differential operator on Fp,n of order at most k and where
S is the Radon transform from C∞(Fq,n) to C∞(Fp,n) deﬁned by (3.12). In the
above computation, we used the fact that the multiplication operators rj (j = 1, 2, . . .)
commute with differential operators on Fp,n and with the operator (p). Since Fq ∈
S(G(q, n)),
rN−kEm−kr Fq(·, r·) −→ 0 as |r| → ∞,
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in the topology of C∞(Fq,n). Moreover, in the summand of (5.14), Q ◦ A(m)k (D(,))
◦(p) ◦ S is a continuous linear operator from C∞(Fq,n) to C∞(Fp,n). Thus we have
(Q ◦ A(m)k (D(,)) ◦(p) ◦ S )( rN−kEm−kr Fq(·, r·) ) −→ 0 as |r| → ∞,
in the topology of C∞(Fp,n), from which we can conclude that
sup
(,)∈Fp,n
|rN (QP (m)(E1, . . . , En) · f˜ )(, r)| −→ 0 as |r| → ∞. (5.15)
Taking account of Proposition 4.1, we see that (5.15) proves the assertion. 
6. Support Theorem 1
Our objective in this section is to prove a support theorem for R(p,q) based on the
forward moment conditions (H ′), generalizing Theorem 2.2. For this, we make use of
the second-order differential operator p on G(p, n) which acts as the Laplacian on
each ﬁber ⊥:
pf (, x) = L⊥f (, x)
p is invariant under the motion group M(n) [H1]. We deﬁne the differential operator
q on G(q, n) similarly.
Using the operator p, it makes sense to talk about harmonic polynomials on the
ﬁber ⊥ in G(p, n), as well as spherical harmonics on the unit sphere S in ⊥.
(These can also be obtained from harmonic polynomials on Rn−p by a translation by
an appropriate element u ∈ O(n).)
For any R > 0, deﬁne ¯Rp to be the set of all p-planes (, x) at distance R from
the origin. We will use the following analogue of Theorem 2.3 for the partial Fourier
transform Fp.
Theorem 6.1. The partial Fourier transform f → Fpf maps D(¯Rp ) onto the space
of all functions Fpf (, ) = F˜ (,; ) ∈ C∞(Fp,n × R) satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) For each (,) ∈ Fp,n, the function  → F˜ (,; ) extends to a holomorphic
function on C with the property that
sup
(,;)∈Fp,n×C
∣∣∣(1 + ||)N F˜ (,; ) e−R|Im|∣∣∣ < ∞ (6.1)
for each N ∈ Z+.
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(ii) For each k ∈ Z+, for each  ∈ Gp,n, and for each homogeneous degree k
harmonic polynomial h on ⊥, the function
 → −k
∫
S
F˜ (,; )h() d
is even and holomorphic in C.
Proof. If f ∈ D(¯Rp ), then clearly the function  → F˜ (,; ) =
∫
⊥ f (, x)e
−i〈x,〉
dx extends to a holomorphic function on C. If N ∈ Z+, we have
||2N ∣∣F˜ (,; )∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣2N ∫
⊥
f (, x) e−i〈x,〉 dx
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∫
⊥
(−p)Nf (, x) e−i〈x,〉 dx
∣∣∣∣
 C max
(,x)∈¯Rp
|(−p)Nf (, x)| eR|Im|
for all (,; ) ∈ Fp,n×C, which proves estimate (6.1). Moreover, F˜ satisﬁes condition
(ii) above by Theorem 2.3 applied to the Euclidean space ⊥.
Conversely, suppose Fpf = F˜ satisﬁes (i) and (ii). Let  ∈ Gp,n. Then—again by
Theorem 2.3 applied to the Euclidean space ⊥—the function
f (, x) = (2	)p−n
∫
S
∫ ∞
0
F˜ (,; ) ei〈x,〉 n−p−1 d d
satisﬁes f (, x) = 0 for all ||x|| > R. This shows that f is supported in ¯Rp . 
Our main result, the support theorem below, extends the classical support theorem,
Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 6.2 (Support Theorem for R(p,q)). Assume that rank(G(p, n))=rank(G(q,
n)). Suppose that f ∈ S(G(p, n)) satisﬁes R(p,q)f (, y) = 0 whenever |y| > R.
Then f is supported in ¯Rp .
Proof. Let  = R(p,q)f ; then let ˜(,; ) = Fq(, ) as in (3.9). From Theo-
rem 6.1, the function  → ˜(,; ) extends to a holomorphic function on C for each
(,) ∈ Fq,n, and satisﬁes the estimate
sup
(,;)∈Fq,n×C
∣∣∣(1 + ||)N ˜(,; ) e−R|Im|∣∣∣ < ∞ for all N ∈ Z+. (6.2)
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Moreover, since X · Fq = Fq(X · ) for X ∈ so(n), we have a similar estimate for
X1 · · ·Xm · ˜. Here X1, . . . , Xm ∈ so(n). Namely, for any nonnegative integer m and
for any m vector ﬁelds X1, . . . , Xm ∈ so(n), we have
sup
(,;)∈Fq,n×C
∣∣∣(1 + ||)N(X1 · · ·Xm · ˜)(,; )e−R|Im|∣∣∣ < ∞ for all N ∈ Z+.
(6.3)
Let us ﬁx an arbitrary nonnegative integer N and introduce a family of functions
{H |  ∈ C } in C∞(Fq,n) as follows:
H(,) = ˜(,; )(1 + ||)Ne−R|Im|. (6.4)
Then the above two estimates (6.2) and (6.3) show that {H |  ∈ C } is a bounded set
in C∞(Fq,n).
Now we put F˜ (,; r) = Fpf (, r) as in (3.19). Then by the (projection-slice)
Theorem 3.4,
˜(,; r) =
∫
⊂
F˜ (,; r) d.
(This is the same as Eq. (3.11).) Just as with (3.18), for ﬁxed  the inversion formula
(3.10) may again be applied to recover F˜ from ˜:
F˜ (,; r) = p,q(S˜)(,; r) = (p) ◦ S˜(,; r).
This formula still holds when r is replaced by a complex parameter .
F˜ (,; ) = (p) ◦ S˜(,; ). (6.5)
Next, we put G(,) = F˜ (,; )(1+ ||)Ne−R|Im|. Then G = (p) ◦ SH. Since
by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 (p) ◦ S is a continuous linear operator from C∞(Fq,n) to
C∞(Fp,n), the set {G |  ∈ C} is bounded in C∞(Fp,n). In particular, we have
sup
(,;)∈Fp,n×C
|G(,)| = sup
(,;)∈Fp,n×C
|F˜ (,; )(1 + ||)Ne−R|Im|| < +∞,
which shows that the function  → F˜ (,; ) satisﬁes the uniform Paley–Wiener
estimate (6.1).
Next, we will prove that the function  → F˜ (,; ) is holomorphic in C for each
(,) ∈ Fp,n. Let us take any closed curve  in C. Then by the continuity of (p) ◦S,∫

F(,; ) d = (p) ◦ S
(∫

˜(·, ·; ) d
)
(,) = 0.
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Here we used the fact that ˜ is holomorphic in . Therefore, by Morera’s theorem,
 → F˜ (,; ) is holomorphic.
To ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 6.2 it remains to prove that for each homogeneous
spherical harmonic h of degree k on the unit sphere S in ⊥, the function
 → −k
∫
S
F˜ (,; ) h() d (6.6)
is even and holomorphic in . First, the fact that F˜ (,; ) = F˜ (,−,−)) implies
that (6.6) is even in .
In the calculations leading to Proposition 5.1, which use the forward moment con-
dition (H ′), the real parameter r can be replaced by the complex parameter  to give
us the following expression:
˜(,; ) =
k−1∑
l=0
(−i)l
l!
∫
⊂
Pl(,) d+
∫
⊥
(, y)(−i〈y,〉)kgk(−i〈y,〉) dy,
where gk(−iz) = ek(−iz)/(−iz)k is holomorphic in z and bounded if z is real. (See
(5.1) for an explicit expression of gk .) We write the last integral above as
k
∫
⊥
(, y) (−i〈y,〉)k gk(−i〈y,〉) dy = k k(,; ),
where k(,; ) is a smooth function on Fq,n × C and holomorphic in  for each
(,) ∈ Fq,n.
By the inversion formula (6.5) (and (3.1) for the function Pl ∈ C∞(G(p, n))), we
get
F˜ (,; ) =
k−1∑
l=0
(−i)l
l! Pl(,) + 
k (p)Sk(,; ).
Similarly as in the proof of holomorphicity of F˜ (,; ), we can prove that (p)Sk
(,; ) is holomorphic in  for each (,). Hence
∫
S
F˜ (,; ) h() d =
k−1∑
l=0
(−i)l
l!
∫
S
Pl(,) h() d
+k
∫
S
(p)Sk(,; ) h() d
= k
∫
S
(p)Sk(,; ) h() d,
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since Pl(,) is a degree l polynomial in  ∈ S, and so is a sum of spherical
harmonics in S of degree  l. The fact that the mapping
 → −k
∫
S
F˜ (,; ) h() d =
∫
S
(p)Sk(,; ) h() d
is holomorphic in  now follows. The function Fpf (, ) = F˜ (,; ) thus satisﬁes
conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 6.1, and hence by that theorem f is supported in
¯
R
p . This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
7. Support Theorem 2
In this section, we prove the support theorem for the Radon transform R (p,q) :
S(G(p, n)) → S(G(q, n)) in the case when p < q and dimG(p, n) < dimG(q, n).
Let O be a subset in Rn. Throughout this section, we assume the following condition
(A) on O.
For any  ∈ G(p, n) with  ⊂ Oc, there exists a hyperplane L
such that  ⊂ L ⊂ Oc. (A)
The following support theorem holds:
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that f ∈ S(G(p, n)). If R (p,q) f () = 0 for all  ⊂ Oc, then
f () = 0 for all  ⊂ Oc.
As a corollary, we have the usual support theorem for R (p,q), namely,
Corollary 7.1. Let r > 0. Suppose that f ∈ S(G(p, n)). If R (p,q) f () = 0 for all
, dist(, 0) > r , then f () = 0 for all , dist(, 0) > r .
Proof. If O = { x ∈ Rn | ||x|| < r }, then obviously O satisﬁes condition (A). 
Remark 7.1. Similarly, if O is a convex set, then O satisﬁes condition (A). So, in
this case, the support theorem also holds.
However, there are many cases when O satisﬁes condition (A) but O is not neces-
sarily convex. Even in such a case, the support theorem holds.
The following are examples.
Example 1. For a, b (a < b) and for r > 0, let
O1 = {x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | (x1 − a)2 + x22 + · · · + x2nr2, x1a },
O2 = {x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | (x1 − b)2 + x22 + · · · + x2nr2, x1b } (7.1)
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and let O = O1 ∪ O2. Then, O is no longer convex. But it is easily seen that O
satisﬁes the condition (A).
Example 2. For a, b (a < b), let
O1 = {x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | x1a },
O2 = {x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | x1b }, (7.2)
and let O = O1 ∪O2. Then, Oc is a band domain. Similarly as in the above example,
O is not convex, but O satisﬁes condition (A).
Now, we proceed to prove Theorem 7.1. The key is the injectivity of the Radon
transform.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let us take an arbitrary p-plane 0 which is included in Oc.
Then, by condition (A), there exists a hyperplane L ∈ G(n − 1, n) such that 0 ⊂
L ⊂ Oc. Let G(d, n;L) = {  ∈ G(d, n) |  ⊂ L }. Then the space of Schwartz class
functions S(G(d, n;L)) on G(d, n;L) is deﬁned in a similar manner to S(G(d, n)).
In addition, we can deﬁne a Radon transform R (p,q)L : S(G(p, n;L)) → S(G(q, n;L))
as follows:
R (p,q)L f () =
∫
⊂
f () d for  ∈ G(q, n;L) and for f ∈ S(G(q, n;L)), (7.3)
where d is the canonical measure on the set { ∈ G(p, n;L) |  ⊂  }. For f ∈
S(G(p, n)) in the statement of Theorem 7.1, let fL be the restriction of f onto the
submanifold G(p, n;L). Then, fL ∈ S(G(p, n;L)). Moreover, by the deﬁnition of
R (p,q)L and by the assumption of the theorem, we have
R (p,q)L fL() = R (p,q) f () = 0 for  ∈ G(q, n;L). (7.4)
In fact, if  ∈ G(q, n;L), then  ⊂ Oc and therefore R (p,q) f () = 0.
By applying a suitable translation and a suitable orthogonal transformation to L, we
may assume that L = Re1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ren−1(Rn−1). Then, the Radon transform R (p,q)L
is nothing but the Radon transform from S(G(p, n− 1)) to S(G(q, n− 1)) associated
with inclusion incidence relation. By the assumption that p < q and dimG(p, n) <
dimG(q, n), we see easily that dimG(p, n−1) dimG(q, n−1). So, by Theorem 6.4
and Remark 3 in Section 6 of our previous paper [GK1], R (p,q)L is injective. Hence,
by (7.4), fL() = 0 for  ∈ G(p, n;L). In particular, f (0) = fL(0) = 0, which
completes the proof. 
Finally, as an application of the above support theorem, we give a range characteri-
zation of R (p,q) in the category of compactly supported smooth functions.
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Let C∞c (G(d, n)) denote the space of compactly supported smooth functions on
G(d, n). Then, it is easily seen that since p < q the Radon transform R (p,q) maps
C∞c (G(p, n)) to C∞c (G(q, n)). As we stated in the introduction, since dimG(p, n) <
dimG(q, n) the image of R (p,q) is characterized as the solution space of an M(n)-
invariant differential equation of order 2p + 4 of the form,
d(Q2p+4) = 0. (7.5)
Here Q2p+4 is an element in z(m(n)) and is expressed as the sum of the squares of
Pfafﬁans” of order p + 2. (See Gonzalez and Kakehi [GK1] for the deﬁnition of the
operator Q2p+4 and its detailed properties.)
Since C∞c (G(d, n)) ⊂ S(G(p, n)), the support theorem (Theorem 7.1) and the range
theorem for R (p,q) [GK1, Theorem 7.7] yield the following:
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that p < q and dimG(p, n) < dimG(q, n). A function 
∈ C∞c (G(q, n)) belongs to the range R (p,q)(C∞c (G(p, n))) if and only if d(Q2p+4)
 = 0.
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